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ABSTRACT
In studying the formation of massive stars, it is essential to consider the strong
radiative feedback on the stars’ natal environments from their high luminosities
(104 ∼ 106L). Given that massive stars contract to main-sequence-like radii be-
fore accretion finishes, one form this feedback takes is UV line-acceleration, resulting
in outflows much like those expected from main-sequence massive stars. As shown by
the prior papers in this series, in addition to driving stellar winds, such line forces
also ablate the surface layers off of circumstellar discs within a few stellar radii of the
stellar photosphere. This removal of material from an accretion disc in turn results in
a decreased accretion rate onto the forming star. Quantifying this, however, requires
accounting for the continuum optical depth of the disc along the non-radial rays re-
quired for the three-dimensional line-acceleration prescription used in this paper series.
We introduce the “thin disc approximation”, allowing these continuum optical depths
arising from an optically thick but geometrically thin disc to be dynamically treated
in the context of radiation-hydrodynamics simulations. Using this approximation in
full dynamical simulations, we show that such continuum optical depth effects only
reduce the disc ablation by 30 percent or less relative to previous simulations that
ignored continuum absorption.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Perhaps the most archetypical scenario in which discs arise
around stars is during star formation. These accretion discs
have long been observed around solar and later type stars,
but confirming their presence around forming luminous mas-
sive stars is observationally much more challenging (see, e.g.
Zinnecker & Yorke 2007; Cesaroni et al. 2007). Additionally,
the immense feedback imposed on the circumstellar envi-
ronment by the forming massive star means that its accre-
tion disc will tend to be disrupted relatively quickly after
the star reaches the main sequence. Nevertheless, numerical
modeling of massive star formation has shown that accre-
tion through such a disc can form quite massive stars, ei-
ther alone (Kuiper et al. 2010, 2011; Kuiper & Yorke 2013;
Klassen et al. 2016; Harries et al. 2017; Kuiper & Hosokawa
2018), or enhanced by accretion away from the disc plane
mediated by so-called “radiative Rayleigh-Taylor instabili-
ties” (Krumholz et al. 2009; Cunningham et al. 2011; Rosen
et al. 2016). As observational resolving power improves, discs
? Email: nathaniel-dylan.kee@uni-tuebingen.de
begin to be identified around forming massive stars (see
Kraus et al. 2010, for an early case). The most recent obser-
vations even manage to resolve Keplerian rotation in these
discs (e.g. Johnston et al. 2015; Ilee et al. 2016; Beuther et al.
2017; Ginsburg et al. 2018; Sanna et al. 2018) with several
large observing campaigns continuing the search (e.g. Cesa-
roni et al. 2017; Beltra´n et al. 2018; Beuther et al. 2018).
Prior theoretical studies of massive star formation have
tended to focus on au to pc length scales, under the assump-
tion that disc material that has managed to proceed all the
way down to within a few au of the stellar surface without
being deflected by stellar feedback is fated to end up in the
star. Additionally, these studies often ignore the effects of
UV line-driven stellar winds, arguing that the mass loss in
such outflows is at most a small fraction of the ∼ 10−4−10−3
M/yr accretion rates generally invoked for massive star for-
mation. However, by neglecting the final accretion through
the last tens of stellar radii and onto the forming star, these
studies neglect the region where UV-line acceleration is the
strongest. It is in this region that disc ablation can be initi-
ated. This omission of the final accretion, coupled with the
results presented in Kee et al. (2016) (hereafter paper I) and
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Kee et al. (2018) (hereafter paper II), motivate us to inves-
tigate the role of line-driven disc ablation in sculpting these
final miles of the accretion process.
In undertaking such a study, it is no longer feasible to ig-
nore the effects of continuum opacity as we have done when
studying classical Be stars. At the same time, calculating
optical depth along the large number of unique, non-radial
rays used in calculating the necessary three-dimensional line
acceleration is computationally untenable. As an alternative
to such a computationally expensive undertaking, in section
2 we introduce an approximate, analytic method for calcu-
lating optical depths through an optically thick, but geo-
metrically thin disc and test the accuracy of this method
by comparing it to long-characteristic ray tracing. In sec-
tion 3 we follow this up by presenting results of radiation-
hydrodynamics simulations of the line-driven ablation of ma-
terial from optically thick discs, including now continuum
opacity to constrain its role in reducing the rate of ablation
of disc mass. Finally, in section 4 we sum up the results
and conclusions of this paper, as well as presenting poten-
tial directions for the research in this series and other future
studies.
2 THE THIN DISC APPROXIMATION
2.1 Derivation of the Thin Disc Approximation
For the temperatures and densities within a few stellar radii
of a forming massive star, continuum electron scattering is
a dominant source of opacity. However, correctly treating
scattering radiative transfer requires knowledge of a non-
local scattering source function (see, e.g. Mihalas & Miha-
las 1984). While we were able to approximate this source
function for the predominantly wind-located multiple line
resonances in paper II, here we are concerned with the con-
tinuum scattering opacity of the circumstellar disc, and such
a method is no longer sufficient. Instead using a Monte Carlo
method, it is possible to bypass this problem, but doing so
is computationally prohibitive1. We therefore choose to ini-
tially consider a pure absorption model (i.e. omitting the
source function). Such a method will systematically over es-
timate the reduction in continuum flux, and thereby under-
estimate line-acceleration and the resulting ablation rate.
Omitting the opacity altogether, however, systematically
overestimates line-acceleration and the impact of ablation.
By comparing these two limits, we therefore will be able to
bracket the true line-acceleration.
In order to implement this pure continuum opacity, we
begin with the standard integral equation for optical depth
between the position ss on the stellar surface and sloc at the
local point where we wish to calculate line-acceleration
τ ≡
∫ sloc
ss
κ(s)ρ(s)ds , (1)
1 Work by Harries (2015) suggests that this computational cost
can be overcome by massively parallel codes, but this method
and the computational resources to implement it are not yet
widespread.
where the position dependent opacity, κ(s) can be immedi-
ately replaced by the constant continuum electron scattering
opacity, κe, and the position dependent density, ρ(s) by the
function of cylindrical coordinates {R, z, φ},
ρd(R, z, φ) = ρeq(R,φ)e
−z2/(2H(R)2) , (2)
where H(R) is the disc scale height,
H(R) ≡ cs
Vorb,o
R3/2
R
1/2
∗
, (3)
expressed in terms of stellar radius, R∗, sound speed, cs,
and orbital speed at the stellar surface, Vorb,o ≡
√
GM∗/R∗,
further a function of Newton’s gravitation constant, G, and
the stellar mass2, M∗. Note that, while we here allow the
equatorial density, ρeq, to be an arbitrary function of R and
φ to reflect the evolving hydrodynamical structure through
which optical depth is being calculated, we assume that the
disc remains in vertical hydrostatic equilibrium. Comparison
with the disc evolution in paper I shows that the un-ablated
parts of the circumstellar disc match these criteria well.
Even with a constant opacity and known vertical den-
sity variation of the disc, however, in general equation 1
is not analytic, and will need to be numerically obtained
from the hydrodynamic structure. As mentioned before,
non-radial ray tracing for each of the unique rays3 involved
in the line-acceleration prescription is computationally pro-
hibitive. Thus, we require an approximate method for treat-
ing optical depth between the stellar surface and the lo-
cation where we calculate line-acceleration. Given that the
wind is quite optically thin in the continuum, a standard
and well justified approximation in the computation of line-
driven stellar winds, this approximate method only needs
to account for the optical depth of the disc. Further, given
that the bulk of the disc remains close to vertical hydrostatic
equilibrium despite the effects of ablation (see paper I), the
vertical stratification of the disc suggests that most of this
opacity will come from a relatively narrow region around
the disc midplane. Based on these assumptions, we propose
what we refer to for the remainder of this paper as the “thin
disc approximation”.
For this thin disc approximation, the central assump-
tion is that the radial variations of density and scale height
in the accretion disc are much slower than the Gaussian vari-
ation of density in the vertical direction. This means that
the dominant contribution to opacity along a ray joining
the stellar footpoint at rs = {Rs, zs, φs} to a local point
in the circumstellar environment at rloc = {Rloc, zloc, φloc}
will arise near req = {Req, 0, φeq}, where the ray crosses the
equatorial plane. If this is true, then it follows that the pri-
mary difference between optical depth along this ray and a
ray from zs to zloc at Req is one of path length. Explicitly,
2 We once again ignore self-gravity of the disc, as this is orders of
magnitude weaker than the stellar gravity in the near-star region.
3 For the simulations included in this paper, the grid has 256
cells in the radial direction and 257 in the latitudinal direction.
Each of these cells has 36 unique rays for the line acceleration
calculation, for a total of nearly 2.4 million unique rays needing
optical depth calculated at each time step.
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Figure 1. Under the thin disc approximation, optical depth be-
tween the stellar surface at rs and the local point, rloc, along
the solid black arrow is approximated using the analytic optical
depth along the dashed black arrow vertically through the disc at
req.
as diagrammed by figure 1, if we want the optical depth be-
tween rs and rloc (solid line), it can be approximated by the
optical depth along the vertical ray (dashed line) corrected
for the difference in path length by 1/ cos(γ), where γ is the
angle between the two rays.
To test this approximation, we make use of the analytic
ablation structure introduced in papers I and II. Although
velocity information is not needed to calculate continuum
optical depth, we will make use of the full analytic ablation
structure later in this paper, including the velocity structure.
Given additionally the convenience of expressing the wind
density as a function of the radial velocity, we therefore chose
to begin introducing the analytic ablation structure with
this radial velocity component. As a function of spherical
radius r and latitude4 θ,
vr(r, θ) = V∞(θ)
(
1− δR∗
r
)
, (4)
expressed in terms of the latitude dependent terminal speed,
V∞(θ) ≡ vr(∞, θ) and δ ≡ 1 − cs/V∞(0). To reproduce the
wind regions with terminal speed V∞,o, the nearly zero radial
velocity disc material, and the ablation layer in between,
V∞(θ) =
V∞,o
2
Erfc
(
θd − |θ|
∆θ
)
. (5)
where ∆θ is the half width of the ablation layer, which is
centered on latitudes ±θd. For consistency with the results
we present in section 3, we chose ∆θ = 4◦ and θd = 16◦. To
4 Note that this is in contrast to the co-latitude used in standard
spherical coordinates.
account for disc rotation, we set the azimuthal velocity to
be
vφ(r, θ) = Vorb(θ)
√
R∗
rMax[cos(θ), 10−3]
, (6)
where
Vorb(θ) ≡ vφ(R∗, θ) = Vorb,o
[
1− 1
2
Erfc
(
θd − |θ|
∆θ
)]
. (7)
As for density, the analytic ablation structure defines
ρeq to be a power-law in cylindrical radius, namely
ρeq(R,φ) = ρd,o
(
R
R∗
)−β
, (8)
with β = 1.5 chosen to be in the range of pre-main-sequence
disc properties cited by Fischer et al. (1996). The density in
the polar regions of the wind5 is given by
ρw(r) =
ρw,oV∞,o
(r/R∗)2vr(r, θ)
, (9)
and the total density structure is given by the sum
ρ(r, θ) =
ρw(r)
2
Erfc
(
θd − |θ|
∆θ
)
+ ρd(r cos(θ), r sin(θ))
[
1− 1
2
Erfc
(
θd − |θ|
∆θ
)]
, (10)
where we have dropped φ in ρd as the structure is az-
imuthally symmetric. For the numerical models of dense disc
ablation in this paper, we define the base density of the disc
to be
ρd,o ≡ 1000(β − 1)
κeR∗
, (11)
such that the total integrated midplane optical depth, τd =
1000. By comparison to the conditions for the simulations in
section 3, we find that ρw,o ∼ 10−6ρd and H(R∗) ∼ 0.03R∗.
Using this analytic ablation structure, figure 2 plots the
density variation along the ray between an arbitrarily cho-
sen rs and rloc (solid, black line), and the associated vertical
variation (dashed, red line), with the lengths for the verti-
cal density variation stretched by the ratio of path lengths,
1/cos(γ). The generally quite good agreement, both in peak
density, and in overall spatial variation, between the two
density profiles in figure 2 confirms that the dominant vari-
ation along this line of sight arises from the vertical, Gaus-
sian stratification of the disc, and thus that the thin disc
approximation is viable. This in turn allows us to replace ds
in equation 1 with dz/ cos(γ). Plugging in the density profile
from equation 2 allows for the analytic solution,
5 As mentioned before, in practice this density is so small com-
pared to the disc density that its contribution to the optical depth
is effectively zero. Nevertheless, it is included for completeness.
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Figure 2. For an arbitrarily chosen equator crossing ray pro-
ceeding from rloc = 2R∗, θloc = 20◦ back toward a point on the
star with impact parameter, b = 0.8R∗ and locally centered angle
φ′ = 135◦, a comparison of the actual line of sight density vari-
ation of density (black, solid line) against the Gaussian profile
(red, dashed line) used in the thin disc approximation, corrected
for the difference in path length. Both density profiles are nor-
malized to the disc density at the stellar equator, ρo, and lengths
are measured in stellar radii.
τ ≈
√
pi
2
κeρeq(Req, φeq)H(Req)×∣∣∣∣ 1cos(γ)
[
Erf
(
zs√
2H(Req)
)
− Erf
(
zloc√
2H(Req)
)]∣∣∣∣ , (12)
where the absolute value is included to ensure the optical
depth is always positive.
In order to implement the thin disc approximation in a
numerical hydrodynamics code, we then only need to locate
the equatorial crossing point of the ray joining rs and rloc,
which we can do using vector geometry. When we do this,
depending on the relative positions of rs and rloc, three pos-
sible cases arise, as shown in figure 3. The first case, denoted
“a” and plotted using a solid, black line in figure 3, is the
one for which the thin disc method is designed. When zs
and zloc have opposite signs, the equatorial crossing point
lies between then on the ray, and we directly take the disc
density at this crossing point for ρeq in equation 12. How-
ever, when zs and zloc have the same sign, one of two things
occurs; either |zs| < |zloc| and the equatorial crossing point
lies inside, or on the opposite side of, the star (case “b”;
blue, dotted line), or |zs| > |zloc| and the equatorial crossing
point is at a larger radius than Rloc (case “c”; dash-dotted,
red line). Given that rs and rloc can both lie arbitrarily close
to the equatorial plane, and thus be highly embedded in the
dense disc material, these two cases cannot be ignored. For
case “b”, when |zs| < |zloc|, we take Req = R∗ and φeq = φs.
In case “c”, when |zs| > |zloc|, we take Req = Rloc and
φeq = φloc. These choices both utilize the disc properties at
the closest point on the equatorial plane to either rs or rloc,
whichever is closer to the equator, and thus approximate the
disc properties for the highest density portion of the ray be-
tween rs and rloc. Note, however, that this case switch only
acts to choose the normalization ρeq for equation 12, and
that the inclusion of the Erf terms in this equation accounts
for the vertical height of the ray away from the disc mid-
plane, which is important for all rays passing only through
the disc surface layers.
b
a
c
R* Rloc
zs,b
zs,a
zs,c
zloc
Figure 3. Based on the method described here, three cases
arise for the analysis. Case a (black, solid line) is the one that
the thin disc approximation is designed for, allowing us to take
the disc properties at the equatorial crossing point of the ray.
In case b (blue, dotted line), we instead take the disc proper-
ties at {R∗, 0, φs}. For case c (red, dash-dotted line), we take
the disc properties properties directly below the local point, at
{Rloc, 0, φloc}.
2.2 Comparing the Thin Disc Approximation to
Long-Characteristic Ray Tracing
Before implementing and using the thin disc approximation
for hydrodynamics calculations, we test the accuracy with
which it reproduces the optical depths. As a comparison,
we use long characteristic ray tracing. Since both the thin
disc approximation and long-characteristic ray tracing can
be easily applied to the analytic ablation structure presented
in equation 10, this is used for comparison. Figure 4 shows
the optical depth between points on the stellar surface and
a fixed point at rloc = 2R∗, θloc = 10◦ using both meth-
ods, as well as the difference between the analytic optical
depth from the thin disc approximation, τAn, and the op-
tical depth numerically determined from ray tracing, τNum.
To supplement this comparison, we also chose a single ray
for each local point and calculate the optical depth on this
ray. To chose this ray, we set up a coordinate system at each
local point such that xˆ′ = θˆ, yˆ′ = φˆ, and zˆ′ = rˆ. Using
standard Cartesian to spherical coordinate transformations,
we define in this new coordinate system impact parameter
b ≡ rloc sin(θ′) and a locally centered angle φ′. For rays with
b = 0.8R∗ and φ′ = 45◦ the optical depths in the original
{x, z}-plane are shown in figure 5, again with the difference
between analytic and numerical optical depths.
Both figures show the optical depth in units of τd, as
changing this quantity results in uniformly scaling density,
and correspondingly the optical depth, without changing the
relative optical depths along different rays. In general, we
find quite good agreement over the majority of the region
considered. Unsurprisingly, the areas with the least good
agreement arise when the ray joining rloc to rs is nearly
parallel to the equatorial plane, namely when the ray falls
into extreme versions of case “b” or “c” from figure 3. For
these rays, the underlying assumption of the thin disc ap-
proximation that the density variation along a ray arises
predominantly from the projection of the vertical, Gaussian
variation onto the line-of-sight is no longer correct. Instead,
the projection of the radial gradients of density and opti-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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(a) Long Characteristics (b) Thin Disc Method
(c) Difference
Figure 4. Optical depth as a function of stellar footpoint as seen from a point with local radius rloc = 2R∗ and latitude θloc = 10◦.
This is calculated both using long-characteristic ray tracing (left) and the thin disc approximation (center). The difference between the
two methods is plotted in the right panel.
(a) Long Characteristics (b) Thin Disc Method
(c) Difference
Figure 5. Optical depth as a function of position on the {x, z}-plane from a point on the star with impact parameter b = 0.8 and
locally-centered angle φ′ = 45◦. Again, this is calculated using long characteristic ray tracing (left) and the thin disc approximation
(middle), with the difference plotted on the right.
cal depth, which are not correctly treated by the thin disc
approximation, play an increasing role in the line-of-sight
density. However, such rays are associated with rloc near the
equator, where the resulting line acceleration will already be
strongly depressed by the high density even in the absence of
continuum optical depth effects, as shown in paper I. There-
fore, it would be possible to completely neglect the further
reduction from continuum optical depth in this region with-
out impacting the hydrodynamical evolution. In light of this,
and the overall good performance of the thin disc approxi-
mation at higher latitudes where UV line-scattering is the
dominant force, we proceed with using this approximation
in our hydrodynamics simulations.
3 AN APPLICATION TO OPTICALLY THICK
PROTOSTELLAR DISCS
To test the effects of continuum disc opacity on line-driven
ablation of optically thick discs, we select two cases, one
with a star of M∗ = 25 M and one with M∗ = 50 M. The
associated luminosity of these stars are selected using Ek-
stro¨m et al. (2012), with mass-radius relation R∗ ∝ M2/3∗ .
The specific stellar parameters used are given in table 1,
while table 2 presents the parameters for the stellar wind.
First among these wind parameters is the temperature de-
pendent line-acceleration power-law index α, initially intro-
duced by Castor et al. (1975). The latter two parameters
are the flux- and population-weighted enhancement of line
opacity over electron scattering opacity, Q¯, and the enhance-
ment above which the assumed distribution of lines is expo-
nentially truncated, Qo, both introduced by Gayley (1995).
The values of all three parameters are obtained from Puls
et al. (2000).
We initialize the simulations to have discs with τd =
1000, and for each set of initial conditions, we run two sim-
ulations, one using the thin disc approximation for the line-
driven acceleration prescription to account for continuum
optical depth effects and one omitting this effect. All simu-
lations use 256 grid cells in radius from 1 − 20 R∗, spaced
such that the cell size increases by 2% with radius between
neighboring cells. In latitude, the simulations use 257 cells
evenly spaced in θ spanning from one pole to the other. To
prevent sound waves propagating through the disc from al-
lowing the outer boundary to feedback on the simulation,
we only allow material to flow out of the simulation through
the outer boundary in radius. The inner radial boundary at
the stellar surface, however, is set to allow mass flow across
it both into and out of the simulation volume, with speeds
limited to be at or below the sound speed. To compute the
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Table 1. Stellar Parameters
M∗ (M) R∗ (R) L∗ (L) Teff (kK)
25 8.5 7.34× 104 33
50 13.6 3.52× 105 38
Table 2. Wind Parameters
M∗ (M) α Q¯ Qo M˙wind (M/yr)
25 0.65 2200 3200 5.48× 10−8
50 0.66 2100 2100 6.22× 10−7
stellar wind and disc ablation self-consistently, we use the
three-dimensional line-acceleration prescription presented in
paper I, implemented for these simulations in the (magneto-
)hydrodynamics code Pluto (Mignone et al. 2007, 2012). We
chose to omit the gravitational potential from the disc mate-
rial, as this is many orders of magnitude lower than that of
the star at these length scales. In order to isolate the effects
of continuum optical depth here, we also continue to use
isothermal, inviscid simulations, delaying to future work an
investigation of the role relaxing these approximations will
have. Note that, by comparison with the results of Hennicker
et al. (2018), we find that the assumption of isothermality
is quite good throughout the layers of the disc where line-
driving occurs, such that using the temperature dependent
line-driving parameters determined from the stellar effective
temperature is a good choice, and we would expect that re-
laxing the assumption of an isothermal disc would only im-
pact the disc opening angle. Further, as discussed in more
detail later in this section, the ablation layer is launched
near the stellar surface where the assumption of isothermal-
ity, and thus the disc opening angle, is the best, thus further
demonstrating that using an isothermal disc likely has a mi-
nor impact on our results.
In order to compare the results of the simulations, we
first make use of the line-force-per-unit-length, proportional
to ρgrr
2, where gr is the net acceleration in the radial di-
rection. By examining figure 6, which plots this quantity for
both the case omitting continuum opacity (left panel) and
the case where we account for the reduction in line acceler-
ation, two interesting morphological features emerge. First,
note that while the force-per-unit-length is completely con-
stant in θ outside the disc when we omit continuum opacity,
including continuum opacity reproduces the expected shad-
owing by the disc of the wind regions at low latitudes, i.e.
ρgrr
2 decreases toward the disc surface. As this shadowing
only becomes appreciable away from the stellar surface, it
does not decrease the mass loss of the star, as this is set
quite close to the stellar surface, but instead reduces the
wind terminal speed in these latitudes, resulting in reduced
shearing between the wind and disc surface. However, as
noted in paper I, it is the direct action of UV line-scattering
forces on the disc surface layers that sets the ablation rate,
not shearing of the wind against the disc, so this shadow-
ing should be viewed more as a proof of the efficacy of the
thin disc approximation than as an impactful modifier of the
behavior of line-driven disc ablation.
Second, note that inside the disc, the force-per-unit-
length is reduced everywhere by accounting for continuum
optical depth. This reduction is most notable near the equa-
torial plane where the high optical depth along all rays
back towards the star resulting in the line-acceleration ac-
tually shutting off completely. Recalling, however, that line-
acceleration is inversely proportional to density, the dynam-
ics of this region of the disc are largely unmodified by line-
acceleration, even at its full strength in the case omitting
optical depth effects.
We can directly see that neither of the notable changes
of morphology in force-per-unit-length play an important
role in altering the morphology of ablation by considering
the mass flux per unit solid angle, for these azimuthally
symmetric models proportional to
dM˙
dµ
= 2piρvrr
2 , (13)
where6 µ = sin(θ). In order to omit the contribution of
sound waves excited by the disc/ablation boundary propa-
gating through the disc, we only calculate dM˙/dµ in regions
with supersonic outflows. Physically, such waves do not con-
tribute to a net loss of disc mass, however, as they average
out over time away from the disc surface. Additionally, we
expect that such waves would be damped out in a more real-
istic viscous disc. The remarkably close agreement between
the left (omitting continuum opacity) and right (including
continuum opacity) panels of figure 7, which plots the time
averaged dM˙/dµ speaks for itself. Indeed, the only appre-
ciable difference is a slight reduction of the overall level of
dM˙/dµ when continuum opacity is included.
In order to quantify the level of this reduction in mass
loss rate found in figure 7, we compare the time evolution
of the mass loss rate through the outer simulation bound-
ary, i.e. the ablation rate. We here normalize this ablation
rate by the spherically symmetric mass loss rate of the star
in the absence of a disc. These spherically symmetric mass
loss rates are provided in table 2. For each simulation, we
calculate the ablation rate by again only including the con-
tribution of supersonic outflows. The time evolution of the
ablation rate is plotted in figure 8 for the cases with 25 M
(left panel) and 50 M stars (right panel). In both pan-
els of this figure, the solid black curve denotes the ablation
rate from the simulation ignoring continuum opacity, and
the dashed red curve the rate calculated from accounting
for it using the thin disc approximation. From these figures,
we find that the inclusion of continuum opacity results in a
∼ 30% reduction in ablation rate, and this only in the early
phases of the simulations.
To understand the origin of this relatively small reduc-
tion, we calculate line acceleration as a function of position
from the analytic ablation structure. Figure 9 plots the ratio
of line acceleration for the case where we account for con-
tinuum opacity to the case where it is omitted. The single
contour in this figure, included to give a general idea of the
latitudes where ablation occurs, shows the location of the
ablation layer for the snapshot at t = 5 days of the sim-
ulation using a 25 M star and omitting continuum opac-
6 Recall that θ denotes latitude. In standard spherical coordi-
nates with θ the co-latitude, µ = cos(θ).
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(a) No Continuum Opacity (b) Thin Disc Method
Figure 6. Force per unit length averaged over the simulation duration. The left panel omits continuum optical depths while the right
panel includes them.
(a) No Continuum Opacity (b) Thin Disc Method
Figure 7. Mass flux per unit solid angle averaged over the simulation duration. The left panel omits continuum optical depths while
the right panel includes them.
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(b) 50 M Star
Figure 8. Ablation rate in units of the spherically symmetric wind mass loss rate, M˙wind, for the simulations with a 25 M star (left)
and 50 M star (right). The solid black line represents the results from the simulation which ignores continuum opacity, while the dashed
red line represents the simulation that includes it.
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Figure 9. For the analytic ablation structure, the ratio of the
line acceleration accounting for (gτ ) to omitting (gno τ ) contin-
uum optical depth. The single contour outlines the ablation layer
from the simulation using a 25 M star and omitting continuum
opacity.
ity. As expected, the closer to the equatorial plane a point
is, the larger the fraction of the star is obscured, and the
more strongly line acceleration is reduced. With the excep-
tion of latitudes deeply inside the disc, it is also the case
that the farther from the star a point is, the more optical
depth reduces line acceleration, again because more of the
star becomes obscured by the disc. For points in the abla-
tion layer, for instance, the reduction goes from negligibly
small to order 50% with increasing distance from the star.
The detailed origin of the ∼ 30% reduction in ablation rate,
is thus likely a tracer of the conditions at the location where
ablation is launched, which, based on figure 9, reinforces the
suggestion from paper I that ablation is launched quite close
to the inner rim of the disc.
As we are already discussing figure 9, it is worth in-
vestigating the behavior that deep inside the disc there are
regions where moving away from the star results in less re-
duction of the line acceleration before continuing the discus-
sion on ablation rate. Careful investigation reveals that this
behavior is the result of the decreased accuracy of the thin
disc approximation when rays joining rs to rloc become close
to parallel to the equatorial plane, as noted in section 2.2.
At large radii, these rays can end up in extreme versions of
cases “b” and “c” from figure 3 as the solid angle subtended
by the star shrinks, and any rays impacting it are already
nearly radial. Moreover, switching from case “b” to “c” has
an increasingly large effect as rloc increases, due to both ρeq
and H being calculated at the stellar surface in case “b”
and at Rloc in case “c”. This behavior reinforces that the
thin disc approximation is designed to handle cases where
the primary variation of density along the ray is due to the
vertically Gaussian stratification of the disc rather than the
radial dependence of ρeq or H, and more specifically cases
where the ray considered passes through the equatorial plane
relatively close to Rloc. As mentioned before, however, the
region where this condition breaks down is embedded in the
disc away from the stellar surface and inner edge of the disc.
Here line-acceleration is already several orders of magnitude
sub-dominant due to the high density, and comparison to the
simulations omitting continuum opacity show that even ig-
noring optical depth effects in this region does not change
the dynamics.
Returning now to the ablation rate, we examine the
general trend of ablation rate in the presence of continuum
opacity to approach ablation rate ignoring continuum opac-
ity as the simulation proceeds. This, however, is unsurpris-
ing as it is simply a result of the disc not being replenished.
Due to our choice to omit viscous accretion for these simu-
lations, the ablation is always able to detach the disc from
the star eventually. As the disc is detached from the star,
it obscures a decreasing fraction of the star as seen from
the regions where ablation is launched, and thus continuum
optical depth of the disc becomes of decreasing importance.
Specifically, for the simulation with a 25 M star includ-
ing continuum opacity, the final snapshot of the simulation
shows the disc to be evacuated to ∼ 0.8R∗ away from the
stellar surface. For the simulations with a 50 M star, the
wind mass loss rate and ablation rate are approximately an
order of magnitude higher than in the simulations with a 25
M star, causing the disc to be evacuated out to the same
relative distance of 0.8R∗ after only about 100 days, and
thus explaining the convergence of ablation rate in the sim-
ulations with and without continuum optical depth on this
timescale.
Finally, before moving on to the summary of this work,
it is worth re-emphasizing that this ∼ 30% is the maximum
expected reduction from continuum optical depth effects.
The disc is high enough density that the continuum elec-
tron scattering optical depth on rays through the disc is
on the order of several tens, so for practical purposes in-
tensity on these rays is zero, and thus this study already
treats the situation with maximal reduction in stellar in-
tensity from continuum optical depth effects. Additionally,
recall that all calculations here are done under the assump-
tion of a pure absorption opacity, i.e. we have omitted the
scattering source function. Taking continuum electron scat-
tering to be the dominant source of opacity in the UV for the
conditions around a forming massive star, correctly imple-
menting a scattering source function would result in ablation
rates between those found in the two limiting cases we treat
here, and thus a yet more modest reduction in ablation rate.
4 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
We have here presented the thin disc approximation as a
method for treating continuum optical depths in simulations
of star-disc systems. We find that this method generally per-
forms quite well in estimating optical depths through high
density discs, especially near the stellar surface. Given that
the regions where we find that it performs less well are of
limited interest for the problem we are interested in, namely
line-driven ablation of high mass discs around forming mas-
sive stars, we implement and utilize this method in numeri-
cal hydrodynamics simulations. Subsequent analysis of these
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simulations, however, demonstrates that accounting for con-
tinuum optical depth results in a ∼ 30% reduction in abla-
tion rate from highly optically thick discs. Recalling that the
optical depths implemented assume a pure absorption opac-
ity, the reduction in ablation rate from continuum optical
depth effects is likely even more modest than this 30%.
Future natural outgrowths of this work fall into two
major categories; 1) improvements in accounting for opti-
cal depth effects and 2) studies of ablation from star form-
ing discs. In terms of future potential treatments of opti-
cal depth effects, a directly possible next step would be
addressing the role of scattering radiative transfer in line-
driven ablation. Indeed, the first steps toward such a study
are already taken by Hennicker et al. (2018), which self-
consistently computes the radiation temperature profile for
the analytic ablation structure introduced in paper II and
reiterated in section 2. Extending such a study to addition-
ally calculate the line-acceleration could naturally address
both the effects of multiple line resonances and of contin-
uum disc opacity in a single study. However, given the com-
plex nature of treating multiple resonances, and of obtaining
a self-consistent scattering source function for the radiative
transfer, it is likely that such a study would be limited to
snapshots of the density and velocity structures. Given the
conclusions of paper II on the important role of off-star res-
onances in filling back in intensity and line-acceleration lost
from on-star resonances, the contribution of scattering from
the disc surface could prove to have interesting implications
for line-driven disc ablation.
Another potential improvement over the thin disc
approximation could be a method that treats the non-
isothermality of accretion discs, and the resulting set of
opacity contributors. While this was not necessary for the
study presented here, due to our interest in optical depths in
the UV, such a model could be of interest for studies which
additionally or instead treat the role of radiation pressure
on molecules or potentially even dust grains in the very deep
layers of the disc away from the star.
In terms of studies of line-driven ablation of accretion
discs in massive star formation, there is a key point of inter-
est embedded in the results of this paper that has thus far
gone un-addressed. Ablation in these simulations occur at a
ten times higher rate from these high density discs than from
the lower density classical Be star discs we have studied thus
far. While this paper has been focused on the potential role
of continuum optical depth effects, future work should pri-
oritize a more detailed study of the origins of this enhanced
ablation rate and its dependence on stellar and disc param-
eters. Such a study could prove to be highly interesting in
better constraining the nature of the final miles of accretion
from au length scales down to the stellar surface.
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